Emission of Slow and Fast Electrons from Clean Metal Surfaces Under Impact of Slow Multicharged Ions

We discuss the interplay of various electron emission processes induced by impact of slow \(v_p \leq 10^5 \text{ m/s}\) multicharged ions on an atomically clean metal surface, with prior emphasis on the resulting slow \(\leq 50 \text{ eV}\) electron emission statistics (viz. the measured probability distributions for emission of given numbers of slow electrons). A recently developed classical overbarrier model satisfactorily describes the relevant electronic transitions between an incoming multicharged ion and the metal surface in the context of a four-stage scenario, i.e., (I) the projectile’s approach toward the surface, (II) its close contact with the latter, (III) its subsequent penetration into the target bulk and finally, depending on impact energy and angle, (IV) its possible backscattering into vacuum. Slow electrons are mainly emitted during phases (I) and (II) and contribute dominantly to the observed total electron yields.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An ion which approaches a solid surface gives rise to a transient excited complex, because of the available ion recombination energy. Deexcitation of this short-lived complex can take place via various electronic transitions between states of the particle and the surface. Besides their fundamental interest, these processes are also of practical relevance for plasma-wall interaction in gas discharges including thermonuclear fusion experiments, ion beam-activated material modification and surface analytics involving elastic or inelastic ion beam scattering. For impact of neutral atoms
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and/or singly charged ions, relevant electronic interactions have been studied during the last four decades in increasing detail.\textsuperscript{1-6} For singly charged ions, the principal deexcitation mechanism usually involves Auger electron transitions between two electrons of the surface density-of-states (S-DOS, cf. list of abbreviations in the Appendix), by which means one of them may become ejected into vacuum, to give rise to "potential emission" (PE).\textsuperscript{1} At sufficiently low ion impact energy the corresponding PE yield will dominate over also possible contributions from kinetic electron emission (KE). For impact of doubly charged ions, two electrons can be resonantly captured from the S-DOS, followed by autoionization of the such transiently formed neutral, doubly excited particles.\textsuperscript{7} The latter processes have recently been studied in considerable detail\textsuperscript{8-11} and are comparably well understood. However, for impact of multicharged ions A\textsuperscript{q+} (MCI, charge state q \geq 2), many different neutralization-deexcitation processes can become involved. Hagstrum\textsuperscript{1,12} (q \leq 5) and Arifov \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{13} (q \leq 8) first treated such cases both experimentally and theoretically. The latter authors assumed multiple-resonant transitions to take place between an incoming highly ionized particle and the metal surface, thus rapidly forming a multiply excited neutral particle, which then starts to decay via sequential autoionization processes, causing ejection of a corresponding number of slow electrons. In this way, the approaching particle becomes transiently converted into a "hollow atom" which carries a number of electrons in its outer shells, while its inner shells remain empty. With today’s availability of powerful multicharged ion sources, production and decay of such "hollow atoms" near solid surfaces has become a subject of considerable interest.

Total yield and energy distributions of emitted electrons have been measured for impact of, e.g., Ar\textsuperscript{q+} ions up to q = 12.\textsuperscript{14-16} It was found that for q > 8 the total slow electron yields no longer increased according to the MCI total recombination energy, as was the case for earlier results obtained with lower ion charge states.\textsuperscript{13} Rather, in the course of the MCI’s neutralization, some inner shell vacancies stay empty until close contact of the projectile with the target surface, and will even be carried into the target bulk where they finally decay under emission of fast Auger electrons, as first
demonstrated with H-like N⁶⁺ and O⁷⁺ projectiles. Several
groups have studied the related Auger electron spectra in de-
tail, and conversion of MCI into “hollow atoms” near a metal sur-
face has also been demonstrated from the resulting soft X-ray
emission. In addition, fast Auger electrons can also originate
from the target particles, and the above described inner shell vac-
cancies in recombining MCI influence the projectile-charge de-
pendence of the charge states of both the scattered projectiles and
the sputtered target atoms.

So far, reviews of this rapidly emerging field have mainly ap-
plied classical concepts, and some of the involved electron-
ic transitions have also been treated quantum mechanically, e.g.,
resonant neutralization (RN; Ref. 31) and autoionization (AI; Ref.
32).

Auger electron transitions within the transiently formed, mul-
tiply excited “hollow atoms” cause their autoionization (“AI”) and
are the more probable the smaller the change in principal quantum
numbers for the respective “down-electrons”. Consequently,
the bulk of the ejected “up-electrons” gain a kinetic energy of a
few eV only, whereas the much faster “above-surface” (henceforth
abbreviated as “a.s.”) produced electrons due to Auger transitions
into the projectile inner-shell vacancies remain comparably sparse.
During further approach of the particle toward the surface, already
emitted electrons can be replaced by the continuing RN which,
however, will run into competition with other projectile ionization
processes as, e.g., electron promotion into vacuum due to state
shifting (which also produces a.s. slow electrons) and resonant
ionization (RI) into empty surface states. A detailed discussion of
these and other relevant transitions will be presented in Section 3.

However, as soon as the projectile has reached the surface, all of
its electrons still bound in highly excited states will become
stripped off and in this way additional slow electrons will be
produced. When subsequently penetrating into the target bulk,
the transiently reionized projectile will again become neutralized,
but now only into more tightly bound shells which can still exist
within the solid. Because of this change in the projectile’s popu-
lation distribution, still present inner-shell vacancies can now be
recombined with a much higher probability than above the surface,
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which gives rise to the major share of observable fast Auger electrons, i.e., the so-called "below-surface" (henceforth abbreviated as "b.s.") fast Auger electron emission. Secondary electrons produced inside the target bulk by the fast b.s. Auger electrons can also provide some slow electrons. Under favorable backscattering conditions some projectile inner-shell vacancies may even survive after the projectile has again left the target surface and become eventually filled above the latter, which produces additional a.s. fast Auger electrons. In this Comment we would like to demonstrate that the number of ejected slow electrons greatly surpasses the number of fast Auger electrons, giving the former ones a dominant role for the observable total electron yields. In particular, we will regard data for total slow electron yields due to impact of very slow, highly charged ions (up to fully stripped Ar$^{18+}$, Li-like Xe$^{51+}$ and Ne-like Th$^{80+}$, respectively) on a clean gold surface, which have been determined by measuring the related electron emission statistics (ES), i.e., the probability distributions $W_n$ for emission of $n = 0, 1, 2 \ldots$ electrons.

2. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF MEASURING SLOW MCI-INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION FROM A CLEAN METAL SURFACE

In Figs. 1a and 1b we have sketched the presently most common experimental techniques for studying electron production due to impact of slow MCI on a solid surface via measuring, respectively, (a) the total electron yields, and (b) the kinetic energy spectra. Figures 1c–1e show further experimental approaches for studying such collisions via (c) the electron emission statistics, (d) projectile scattering and (e) the resulting soft X-ray emission. Reference 37 provides some guidance for the preparation of suitable slow MCI beams and of atomically clean metal target surfaces, for which we would like to emphasize some especially important points.

First of all, to obtain reliable experimental data in this field of research, preparation of well-defined target surfaces and conduction of the measurements under ultrahigh vacuum conditions are mandatory. This is of particular importance for all processes which
depend either directly or indirectly on electronic transitions in front of the surface, as the a.s. slow electron emission, the a.s. fast Auger electron emission and, most notably, the scattering of projectiles under grazing angles of incidence, for which almost perfectly flat target surfaces need to be prepared. In a further context we will only regard such experimental results which have been obtained by meeting these stringent conditions. However, when studying fast b.s. Auger electrons or soft X-ray emission, the target surface cleanliness is less important, since both processes originate within the solid. Furthermore, one can apply either polycrystalline or single-crystalline target surfaces. In the latter case, additional information becomes available by aligning the MCI incidence with different low-index directions of the target crystal surface. We emphasize the high desirability of comparing results obtained with different target species, since the influence of the latter properties (e.g., work function, electron density, conductivity) on MCI-induced electron emission phenomena has not been systematically investigated, so far.

In order to impose a low vertical impact velocity on the surface, in some studies relatively fast MCI are impacted under grazing incidence. We mention that such studies are subject to rather strong effects as Doppler shifting and modification of the S-DOS and a strong KE background (see, e.g., Zeijlmans van Emmichoven et al., loc. cit., Ref. 18). Since KE produces low electron energy continua similar to the PE processes, such techniques are of limited use for detailed investigation of the PE contributions of our present interest.

A final remark is in order on the absolute measurement of slow electron energy distributions, which becomes rather difficult at an electron energy typically below 10 eV, since contact potential differences, spectrometer transmission characteristics, stray fields and incompletely defined collection geometries all pose considerable problems. Hemispherical retarding field analyzers as are common in low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED) surface studies instead of the electron spectrometers sketched in Fig. 1b provide the most reliable results, especially if the absolute yields of, respectively, slow and fast electrons need to be compared.
FIGURE 1 Standard experimental arrangements for the investigation of MCI-surface interaction. Abbreviations: $X^{q+}$: MCI-projectile of charge state $q$; $e^{-}$: emitted electrons; $X^{r+}$: scattered projectile of charge state $r$; $X^{0}$: scattered neutral particle; PSD: position sensitive detector; $I_{c}$: collector current; $I_{T}$: target current. (a) Measurement of total electron yields. (b) Spectroscopy of ejected electron energy distributions. (c) Measurement of electron emission statistics (ES) and typical example of measured ES (detector signal vs. electron multiplicity $n$) measured for 100 eV Ar$^{2+}$ impact on clean Au (from Ref. 33). (d) Measurement of charge state and/or angular distributions of scattered projectiles. (e) Spectroscopy of emitted X-rays.

3. THE OVERALL SCENARIO OF SLOW MCI–METAL SURFACE INTERACTIONS AS BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

The until now developed scenario for the interaction of a MCI with a metal surface has evolved from numerous experimental investigations of total electron yields, electron emission statistics and fast Auger electron energy distributions, together with the analysis of scattered projectiles and soft X-ray emission. So far, it is best described in terms of the so-called “classical over-the-barrier model” (COB-model), which has recently been developed by J. Burgdörfer et al.\textsuperscript{30} The approach of a slow MCI (charge state $q$; projectile velocity $v_{p} \ll v_{F}$, $v_{F}$ being the Fermi velocity of electrons inside the metal target) toward a metal surface (usually characterized in the “jellium approximation” by a conduction band with the work function $W_{\Phi}$ and Fermi energy $E_{F}$; cf. Fig. 2) causes a collective response of the metal electrons, which under the above as-
sumptions at large distance $R$ can be described by the classical image potential (atomic units are used unless otherwise stated)

$$V_{im}(R) = \frac{q^2}{4R}. \quad (1)$$

This image potential accelerates the MCI towards the metal surface and therefore imposes a lower limit to the projectile impact velocity, corresponding to an upper limit for the available MCI–surface interaction time. In addition, the image interaction causes a shift of the projectile electron states and decreases the height of the electronic potential barrier between the MCI and the surface (cf. Fig. 2 and Ref. 30), which is formed by the projectile’s potential, its image potential and the image potential of the particular electron to be captured. At a critical distance $R_c(q)$,

$$R_c(q) = \frac{1}{2W_\phi} \sqrt{8q + 2}, \quad (2)$$
this potential barrier (cf. Fig. 2) will have decreased below the Fermi level of the metal, at which moment the MCI will start to capture electrons resonantly from near the Fermi edge of the conduction band (resonant neutralization, RN; cf. Fig. 3) into highly excited projectile states. Although electron capture is in principle already possible at larger distances via tunneling processes through the potential barrier, this has been found to be of minor importance. The COB model also predicts the principal quantum number of that highly excited projectile state in which this RN will take place:

\[ n_c \leq \frac{q}{\sqrt{2W_\phi}} \left( 1 + \frac{q - 0.5}{\sqrt{8q}} \right)^{-1/2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
The RN stops as soon as captured electrons have shielded the ion charge and, as a consequence, the potential barrier has moved up again above the Fermi level. With ongoing approach of the projectile, the over-the-barrier condition will be restored and RN can go on. However, the above mentioned image interaction and the screening of the projectile charge by already captured electrons will shift the energy levels of the projectile upwards ("image shift," IS and "screening shift," SS; see Fig. 3), because of which $n_c$ in Eq. (3) designates the highest $n$-shell of the projectile which can be reached during the whole neutralization sequence.

The further evolution of the now multiply excited projectile depends on the competition between RN and other classes of electronic transitions. Intra-atomic Auger transitions involving two or more electrons already on the projectile lead to electron emission into vacuum (autoionization, AI) or into empty states above the Fermi level of the conduction band ("Auger-loss to the conduction band," AL), at the same time populating lower projectile $n$-shells (cf. Fig. 3). Electrons which have been shifted above the potential barrier and the Fermi level of the target surface can be lost into empty states of the conduction band (resonant ionization RI as the inverse process to RN), or become promoted above the vacuum level and thus emitted ("IS + SS promotion mechanism," cf. Fig. 3\textsuperscript{30,33}). However, any electron lost from the projectile is rapidly replaced by RN, and eventually a fully neutralized "hollow atom" has been formed.

The complete deexcitation of this highly excited species to its neutral ground state, via the above described manifold of electronic interactions, would require a time not available because of the upper limit set by the image charge attraction (cf. above). At the end of phase I (approach toward the surface) the "hollow" projectile will thus touch the surface (phase II) still in a highly excited state, where now a third slow-electron emitting process (the so-called "peeling off mechanism," PO\textsuperscript{30,33}) becomes operative, because screening of the projectile core by metal electrons within the first target layer causes the removal (i.e., "peeling off") of all the electrons with larger Rydberg radii $r_B = n^2/q$ than the screening length within the solid $\lambda_s = \nu_F/\omega_p$\textsuperscript{41} of the metal ($\omega_p$ . . . surface plasmon frequency; $\lambda_s = 3$ a.u. for a gold target). However, the such
removed electrons will rapidly be replaced within the solid via electronic transitions like resonant capture of target core electrons and/or Auger neutralization (AN) by electrons from the conduction band into more tightly bound shells of the projectile, thus forming a much less excited "hollow" projectile. Very likely, these processes contribute to the slow electron yield as well, similar to the process of transfer ionization in MCI–atom collisions.

Further relaxation of the projectile within the solid (phase III) will finish with the filling of not yet recombined inner shell vacancies. As already outlined in Section 1, these transitions provide the majority of the observed fast (projectile) Auger electrons, in competition with also possible X-ray emission, according to the given fluorescence yield.

Alternatively, sufficiently close encounters of the projectile with target atoms can transfer some projectile vacancies to the target atom cores via quasi-RN or Fano–Lichten type promotion, resulting in the emission of characteristic target auger lines. Fast Auger electrons emitted inside the solid either from the projectile or the target atoms may also produce slow secondary electrons. All the electrons (fast and slow) emitted during phase III are contributing to the b.s. PE. The projectiles will either remain inside the solid until their complete neutralization and stopping, or may be back-scattered at any point on their trajectory within the target. In the case of grazing incidence, this backscattering corresponds to a "specular reflection" of the projectiles (cf. Ref. 6), in which case the projectile deexcitation will be completed on its outgoing trajectory.

A detailed modelling of the above sketched scenario has so far only been made for phase I. As an example, Fig. 4 illustrates a modelled evolution for Ar\textsuperscript{12+} ions impinging on clean gold (\(W_D = 5.1\) eV) with a nominal kinetic energy of 750 eV (\(v = 6 \times 10^4 \) m/s), exposing the following developments. At the critical distance \(R_c \approx 26\) a.u. (cf. also Eqs. (2) and (3) and Figs. 2 and 3) electron capture into \(n = 13\) starts, and soon thereafter AL will cause population into the \(n = 12\) states (Fig. 4b). At \(R = 21\) a.u., lowering of the potential barrier and IS of the \(n = 12\) shell permit RN to proceed into it, because of which about six electrons will be quickly captured. The increased population of \(n = 12\) screens the nuclear charge for the
FIGURE 4 Modelled neutralization of a 750 eV Ar$^{12+}$ ion ($v_p = 6 \times 10^4$ m/s) approaching a clean gold surface (from Ref. 33): (a) Evolution of asymptotic ion charge state $q_{asym}$, number of emitted electrons (autoionization and promotion) and number of electrons that will be emitted (peeled off) when the projectile hits the surface vs. projectile–surface distance. (b) Population of shells with principal quantum numbers $n = 8–13$. 
electrons already occupying the $n = 13$ shell, and eventually—at $R \approx 18$ a.u.—causes promotion of these electrons into vacuum (cf. Fig. 4a). These concomitant processes continue for the $n = 12$, $n = 11$ and $n = 10$ shells. The simulation is stopped at a distance of $R = 2$ a.u. from the target, because neither the concept of image charge nor the assumption of hydrogenic energy levels remains appropriate in closer vicinity to a conducting surface. From $R = 13$ a.u. on, the initial $\text{Ar}^{12+}$ projectile remains practically neutral (Fig. 4a) but carries all its captured electrons in highly excited states toward the surface, where 12 electrons will still be populating the $n = 8$ through $n = 11$ shells (cf. Fig. 4b). All these electrons are now peeled off, because the condition $r_B \leq \lambda_s$ permits only electrons with $n < 5$ to remain bound in projectile states inside the solid.

Only for an initial $\text{Ar}^{12+}$ velocity $v_p < 10^4$ m/s (corresponding to 21 eV nominal impact energy, but 50 eV will be gained in addition due to the image charge attraction, see below) is there enough time for some electrons to reach the M- and N-shells. Of course, the projectile’s evolution obtained from this modelling is more detailed than can (and probably ever will) be deduced from the possible experimental information, and it is thus of interest to which detail the above presented scenario is indeed unambiguously supported by available experimental evidence, as we will discuss in the following.

(i) Distance of First Neutralization

We start by examining the evidence for the distance of first electron capture as predicted by the COB model (Eq. (2)). This distance is closely related to the kinetic energy gain $\Delta E_{q,\text{im}}$ of the projectile due to its image charge attraction, which accelerates the projectile until its complete neutralization. A simple staircase approximation within the COB model predicts

$$\Delta E_{q,\text{im}} \approx 0.236 \cdot W_\Phi \cdot q^{3/2}. \quad (4)$$

About 75% of this energy is already gained by the projectile on its way from infinity to the distance $R_c$ of its first electron capture via RN (Eq. (2)). This image charge acceleration can be seen qualita-
tively from saturation effects with decreasing impact velocity, both for total electron yields and a.s. K-shell Auger electron intensities. Quantitative measurements of the corresponding energy gain are possible from the charge-state-dependent scattering angles of Ar ions (q = 1-6) impinging under grazing angles on a clean, flat target surface. Due to the image charge attraction, the ion velocity component perpendicular to the target surface will increase on the incoming path, resulting in a larger specular reflection angle for higher q than for initially neutral or less highly charged projectiles. Such measurements have recently been extended to Xe ions in charge states up to q = 33. Good agreement was found with q^{3/2} dependence as predicted by Eq. (4) about up to q = 26, beyond which the such determined image charge acceleration apparently became “saturated.” It is important to note that this particular experimental technique depends on the assumption that the outgoing projectile trajectory itself is not subject to any image charge attraction, i.e., that reflected projectiles remain neutral from the outset. While this might be the case for moderately charged Ar and Xe ions (q < 8) projectiles, for much higher charged incident ions as, e.g., Xe^{30+}, some inner-shell vacancies might survive for a sufficiently long time after the surface scattering and thus decay only during phase IV, causing a recharging of the projectile and, at the same time, production of fast a.s. Auger electrons. Note, that such a recharging is probably responsible for the results of the scattering measurements by de Zwart et al. (see Section (v) for a further explanation). Moreover, near the surface the PO mechanism transiently causes a charging up of the projectile, because of which the latter might appear as not fully neutralized on the very first part of its outgoing trajectory. “Saturation” of the measured \( \Delta E_{q,\text{im}} \) with increasing q as reported in Ref. 42 might be caused by this effect, since Xe ions carry vacancies in their M-shells for q > 26.

Recently, Aumayr et al. could extract \( \Delta E_{q,\text{im}} \) quantitatively from the leveling-off of measured total slow electron yields at low nominal projectile velocities (< 3 \times 10^6 m/s), for perpendicular impact of very highly charged ions (up to Th^{80+} and Xe^{51+}) onto a clean polycrystalline gold surface. As an example, for Th^{71+} projectiles they found a low impact energy limit of about 700 ± 160.
eV (cf. Figs. 5a and 5b). The approximate validity of Eq. (4) could thus be confirmed up to the so far highest accessible MCI charge states. Consequently, the distance for the first electron capture seems to be quite well predicted by the COB model,\textsuperscript{30} also in good agreement with classical dynamic calculations regarding the predominant neutralization processes.\textsuperscript{43}

(ii) Auger Electron Emission Cascades

Direct experimental evidence for the development of such cascades is only available from their last few steps, i.e., the filling of K-shell or L-shell holes in the projectile, which can be unambiguously identified from the respective characteristic peaks in the fast electron energy spectra.\textsuperscript{18–20,34} Doppler shift measurements of the relevant Auger lines were found consistent with an emission from projectiles still travelling along their original direction of incidence. In earlier work\textsuperscript{16} all of these electrons were attributed to phase I, but more recent experiments showed that actually only a minor fraction of the inner-shell vacancies (typically less than 10\%) are being filled above the surface,\textsuperscript{18,34} whereas the majority of the fast Auger electrons is emitted from inside the metal, i.e., during phase III. The thus always minor a.s. contribution to the fast Auger electron peaks can only be absolutely determined in careful measurements at very low impact energy and/or with grazing-incidence projectiles. As already mentioned, the fraction of these a.s. fast Auger electrons is limited by the image charge acceleration.\textsuperscript{18,34}

The large majority of electrons emitted during phase I involves energies of a few eV only (cf. Ref. 33). From their broad, unstructured energy distribution it is not possible to assign the emission of slow electrons to specific AI transitions. However, a systematic comparison of measured total electron emission yields and statistics\textsuperscript{33} with results of COB-modelling calculations can serve to separate the contribution of electrons generated by the AI-mechanism from other a.s. and b.s. slow electron emitting processes. Measured total yields for impact of slow (typical projectile velocities between $2 \times 10^4$ and $2 \times 10^5$ m/s) MCI as $\text{N}^q+$ ($q = 5, 6$), $\text{Ne}^q+$ ($q = 5–10$), $\text{Ar}^q+$ ($q = 5–16$), $\text{Kr}^q+$ ($q = 5–10$), $\text{Xe}^q+$ ($q = 6, 8, 10$) and $\text{I}^q+$
FIGURE 5 (a) Measured total electron yield $\lambda$ vs. nominal (cf. text) projectile velocity $v_p$ for impact of $^{232}$Th$^{71+}$ on clean polycrystalline gold (data from Ref. 35). (b) Same as (a) but plotted vs. the inverse nominal projectile velocity, in order to determine the image charge effect (cf. Ref. 35).
(q = 16, 20, 23, 25) on a clean polycrystalline gold surface were found first to gradually decrease with increasing impact velocity, but then to level off towards an apparent velocity-independent part of the total electron yield.\textsuperscript{33}

Accompanying model calculations, as illustrated, e.g., in Fig. 6 for impact of Ar\textsuperscript{12+} on Au, indicated that the PO contribution to the total electron yield is nearly independent of the projectile's velocity (we remark that the IS/SS promotion mechanism was also found rather insensitive to \(v_p\) but, at least in this particular case, remained comparably unimportant), whereas the AI-related electron yield decreased with increasing projectile velocity, because of the decreasing time available for the AI cascades in front of the sur-

![Graph showing electron yield vs. projectile velocity for Ar\textsuperscript{12+} on Au.](image)

**FIGURE 6** Total slow electron emission yields for impact of Ar\textsuperscript{12+} on gold vs. projectile velocity (from Ref. 33). Full symbols denote measured slow electron yields. Solid lines indicate the calculated total slow electron yields as derived under different assumptions for the fraction of electrons emitted from the projectile but absorbed by the Au surface: (\(\Sigma 1\): no absorption, 0.7 \(\times\) \(\Sigma 1\): 30% absorption of emitted electrons, \(\Sigma 2\): 50% of AI, but 0% of PO and IS/SS; for further details cf. Ref. 33.)
face. Consequently, the velocity-dependent part of the total slow electron yield has to be attributed to AI (cf. Fig. 6). The measured functional dependencies of the total slow electron yields on the initial projectile charge state \( q \) could satisfactorily be reproduced by these modelling calculations. However, a quantitative comparison between the experimental yields and the corresponding simulated results is severely hampered not only due to an incomplete understanding of the b.s. slow electron contributions (they are estimated to be of minor importance in the case of slow \( \text{Ar}^{12+} \) on Au, however), but also from the unknown fraction of slow electrons which are emitted from the projectile toward the Au surface and there absorbed.

(iii) Evidence for the Peeling-Off Mechanism

The velocity-independence of the peeling-off contribution (cf. Fig. 6) results from the fact that the a.s. Auger transition cascade is much too slow for a significant population of such tightly bound levels which can stay filled when the projectile touches the surface. A "hollow" projectile which is neutral at the moment of surface impact should therefore lose practically all of its \( q \) electrons which still sit in outer shells. Experimentally, the velocity-independent slow-electron fraction of the total electron yield was found to increase more or less linearly with the initial projectile charge state \( q \), but with a proportionality factor considerably larger than one.\(^{33}\)

The source of these extra electrons is still a matter of speculation, but since the related yields are proportional to \( q \), it might result from AN-type processes which fill more tightly bound shells of the projectiles after the latter have just got peeled off their \( q \) outer electrons (cf. above). Comparison of measured slow-electron emission statistics (in particular their standard deviations\(^{33}\)) with results of a Monte Carlo code version of the COB model gave further indications on the influence of a rather deterministic process like PO. These calculations showed that AI involves a relatively wide Gaussian-shaped probability distribution, while the PO mechanism in combination with IS/SS produces a rather narrow distribution, as was found appropriate to reproduce our recent experimental data\(^{33}\) (cf. Fig. 7).
(iv) Subsurface Deexcitation

Deexcitation of a projectile which is penetrating the solid involves a number of processes with different signatures. The appearance of characteristic target-Auger electron lines\textsuperscript{25} proves that at least some projectile inner-shell vacancies survive sufficiently long to be transferred in close encounters to the target atoms. Such vacancy transfers may also be responsible for the increase of secondary ion yields with higher projectile charge, as was observed for impact of Ar$^{9+}$ ($q = 1-9$) on a silicon surface.\textsuperscript{27} Clear evidence that the fast projectile Auger electrons originate predominantly (i.e., to more than 90\%) from below the surface was presented by scattering-angle-dependent data on K-Auger electron emission in collisions of N$^{6+}$ and N$^{7+}$ projectiles with clean metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{18,19,25,34} For heavier MCI, filling of their inner-shell vacancies can also proceed via X-ray emission. Recently, considerably detailed information has been obtained from highly resolved...
X-ray spectra produced in MCI–surface collisions. In this way, complementary to the observation of fast Auger electron emission, the number of spectator electrons in higher principal quantum shells at the moment of a radiative inner-shell transition can be determined, which gives direct evidence for the existence of "hollow" projectiles even below the surface. Note, however, that the such produced X-ray photons can escape from much deeper layers in the solid than the fast Auger electrons, which must be taken into account for the comparison of results from both methods. The investigation of sequential Auger electron transitions during the subsequent recombination of two vacancies in the projectile K-shell has provided quantitative information on the involved transition time and consequently on the changing numbers of spectator electrons in outer shells. Contributions by slow (< 50 eV) electrons originating either directly from b.s. processes (AN/AI) or produced as secondary electrons in collisions of the fast b.s. Auger electrons with bulk atoms and/or conduction electrons could so far not be separated from the a.s. slow electron contributions. However, a comparison of total slow electron yields for different projectile ion species with equal charge state (e.g., for impact of Ne\(^9+\) as compared to Ar\(^9+\) or Xe\(^{51+}\) as compared to Th\(^{51+}\)) shows that in general more slow electrons are emitted for those projectile ions which carry fewer electrons. This seems to indicate the existence of b.s. slow-electron contributions to the total yield, since, according to our COB modelling calculations, the a.s. slow-electron emission, for a given projectile charge state, is insensitive to the actual projectile core.

(v) Projectile Backscattering

It is well known that slow ions after scattering from a clean metal surface leave the latter predominantly in the neutral state. For impact of 20 keV Ne, Ar or Kr ions under 15° on a clean tungsten surface, with primary charge states up to \(q = 8\), only singly and doubly charged scattered projectiles could be observed, whereas for \(q = 9\), triply charged scattered projectiles also showed up. This is a clear indication that inner-shell vacancies in the projectile have survived the backscattering and only thereafter became recom-
bined via Auger electron transitions on the outgoing projectile trajectory. Recently, it was demonstrated from the Doppler shift of K-shell Auger electron energies that for relatively fast, initially multicharged N^{6+}, O^{7+}, Ne^{9+} ions the Auger electron emission occurs mainly after projectile backscattering from the target surface.\textsuperscript{20}

(vi) Comparison of Total Yields for Slow and Fast Electrons

As explained earlier, the major part of the fast Auger electrons produced due to MCI impact on metal surfaces will arise only after the projectile has entered the target bulk. The time available for a projectile above the surface is principally limited by its image charge acceleration. As an example, for N^{6+} impinging on clean tungsten, Eqs. (2) and (4) predict a time limit of about 80 femtoseconds. Moreover, the emission of a.s. K-shell electrons from the projectile is hampered because of the peculiar electronic population structure of the “hollow” projectile. On the other hand, after entering the target bulk, a nitrogen K-shell vacancy cannot survive longer than a few femtoseconds,\textsuperscript{25,34} because the projectile L- and M-shells become quickly filled, which offers much more favorable conditions than given above the surface for the (most probable) KLL and KLM Auger transitions. Reference 34 gives further arguments for the observed preponderance of b.s. over a.s. fast Auger electron emission. It should be added that according to Eqs. (2) and (4) the image-charge acceleration-limited time interval, available for a projectile until its surface impact, slowly decreases with increasing initial charge state (in the high-\(q\) limit as \(q^{-1/4}\)). Whereas the small ratio between a.s. and b.s. fast Auger electron yields is well understood, almost no measurements have been made of complete electron energy spectra for MCI-induced PE from clean metal surfaces, except for normal incidence of N^{6+} and Ar^{9+} on clean polycrystalline tungsten.\textsuperscript{40} At the respectively lowest impact energies (0.9 keV for N^{6+} and 1.35 keV for Ar^{9+}), the contribution of fast nitrogen K-shell electrons to the total electron yield was about 7\% and that of the fast argon L-shell electrons about 1\%, with the corresponding measured total electron yields being about 5.5\textsuperscript{19,40} and 10 electrons per MCI,\textsuperscript{14} respectively. Further evidence that the
fast Auger electron contribution to the total electron yields is indeed small can be deduced from corresponding absolute data given in the theses of de Zwart (Ar\textsuperscript{9+} on tungsten, q ≥ 9; Ref. 16) and of Folkerts (H-like MCI of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen on tungsten; Ref. 19). In the latter work, at the respectively lowest impact energies of about 100 eV at 45° angle of incidence, thus giving “perpendicular” impact energies of about 50 eV, which however have to be increased by the respective image charge accelerations of about 12, 16 and 20 eV, respectively, the typical KLL Auger peak intensities rise up to about 4 × 10\textsuperscript{−3} electrons/(MCI sr eV). Some further analysis, taking into account the probable origin of b.s. Auger electrons inside the metal and their transport back into vacuum, shows that for each fast electron ejected per projectile K-shell vacancy inside the solid, typically only up to 0.3 fast electrons can actually escape and thus contribute to the total electron yield. This number has to be compared with the respective total electron yields to show that indeed the contributions from fast Auger electrons are relatively small. In Ref. 16 it has been shown that the number of fast Auger electrons originating from argon L-shell vacancy recombination is roughly proportional to the original number of vacancies. Considering the fact that when increasing the projectile charge state by one, the respective increments of the total slow electron yields are surely larger than one (see below, in particular Fig. 8), we conclude that the relative contribution of fast Auger electrons to the total yield will even gradually diminish toward higher charge states. However, despite the small fraction of fast Auger electrons, it should be stressed that a considerable part of the information now available in this field has been gleaned from their spectra.

If we assume that some of the b.s. fast Auger electrons produce secondary electrons inside the metal, consideration of the typical yields for such processes\textsuperscript{45} under the given circumstances leads to about one slow b.s. electron for each scattered b.s. fast Auger electron. Consequently, the yields of b.s. slow secondary electrons and those of b.s. fast Auger electrons should be of comparable size and, therefore, the b.s. slow electron contributions will remain much smaller than the slow electron yields produced during phases (I)
and (II), which in turn provide the by far dominant contributions to the total PE yields produced in slow MCI–metal surface collisions.

(vii) How Efficient Is the Total Potential Energy of Projectile Ions Spent for Electron Emission?

Finally we ask where the large potential energy brought in by a highly charged ion into a metal target will actually end up. As we have seen, for projectiles where during their neutralization in front of the surface inner-shell vacancies remain unfilled, a large part of their initial potential energy will be carried away by the resulting fast Auger electrons, which however does not greatly contribute to the total electron yield (see above). This is illustrated in Fig. 8, which presents measured total slow electron yields (which in the light of our above discussion are roughly equal to the respective total electron yields) for impact of $4.9 \times 10^5$ m/s Ar$^{q+}$ (up to fully stripped ions) on clean polycrystalline gold$^{33,35}$ vs. the appropriate
total potential energies $W_{q,pot}$ (sums of the respective single ionization potentials $W_{i-1,i}$ for $0 \leq i \leq q$). These ionization potentials, if calculated from Slater's rules, agree within 5% with the results tabulated in Ref. 47. Ar ions in charge states $q \leq 8$ will keep completely filled K- and L-shells, whereas for $9 \leq q \leq 16$ a number of $(q - 8)$ L-shell vacancies are present during the a.s. neutralization and, in addition, one/two K-shell vacancies for Ar$^{17+,18+}$. Given the limited time in front of the surface due to the projectile's image-charge acceleration (see above), all these $(q - 8)$ inner-shell vacancies will survive practically until the surface impact and thus retain substantial excitation energy which is not available for a.s. emission of slow electrons in the course of the earlier outlined RNAI-PO scenario. If we subtract the "withheld" excitation energy from the above-defined total potential energy $W_{q,pot}$, the remaining part fits much better into a linear relation extrapolated from the respective total slow electron yields for $q \leq 8$ (cf. Fig. 8). For calculating these so-called "usable" potential energies, we have (optimistically) assumed that during the projectile neutralization until surface impact, electrons have already cascaded down into the respective M-shells. The still remaining discrepancy between the corrected potential energies and their linearly extrapolated values (dashed line in Fig. 8) indicates that with increasing $q$ most of the a.s. captured electrons cannot actually make it down to the M-shell before surface impact. In addition, for $q = 17, 18$ a partial projectile deexcitation via X-ray emission could also be responsible for the discrepancies between the corrected values and the linear extrapolation.

SUMMARY

We have presented a rather complete scenario for the interaction of slow MCI with a metal surface, which is largely based on the now available experimental evidence. This scenario has been schematically summarized in Figs. 9a–9d. During phase I the MCI is accelerated towards the metal surface by its own image charge, and at a certain distance starts to extract electrons from the metal surface (Fig. 9a). These electrons are captured resonantly into highly ex-
FIGURE 9 Processes initiated by the impact of a slow, highly charged ion on a clean metal surface (schematically). (a) Phase I, first electron extraction and resonant capture by the projectile. (b) Formation of a "hollow atom," which subsequently decays via autoionization and other above-surface electron emission mechanisms. (c) Screening of the projectile core by metal electrons causes "peeling-off" of weakly bound projectile electrons as soon as the projectile enters the solid. (d) Decay of inner-shell vacancies leads to emission of X-rays or fast Auger electrons, which subsequently can also produce slow (below surface) secondary electrons.
cited states of the projectile, eventually forming a neutral but "hollow atom," which subsequently decays via autoionization and other above-surface electron emission mechanisms (Fig. 9b). Because the image charge attraction limits the available interaction time, the autoionization cascade cannot be completed outside the solid. Screening of the projectile core by metal electrons upon surface impact results in the "peeling off" of the still weakly bound projectile electrons (Fig. 9c), which together with electrons resulting from the reneutralization of the projectile by Auger type processes will, at least partly, be emitted from the surface. Decay of still present inner-shell vacancies leads to emission of X-rays or fast Auger electrons, which subsequently can also produce slow (below surface) secondary electrons (Fig. 9d).

APPENDIX: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AI autoionization
AL Auger loss to (empty states of) the conduction band
AN Auger neutralization
a.s. above surface
b.s. below surface
COB classical over-the-barrier (model)
ES electron emission statistics
IS image shift (of energy levels)
KE kinetic electron emission
KLL Auger transition combining a K-L transition with ionization of a second L electron
KLM Auger transition combining a K-L transition with ionization of one M electron (not to be mixed up with the Dutch airline)
LEED low energy electron diffraction
LMM Auger transition combining an L-M transition with ionization of a second M electron
MCI multicharged ion
PE potential electron emission
PO peeling-off
RI resonant ionization

300
resonant neutralization

surface density-of-states

screening shift (of energy levels)
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